A random phase signal will also have random phase differences between two independent random phases. A phase increment across a time increment is in fact a phase-rate, or frequency. A phase-rate change is in fact a frequency-hop. By controlling the phase-rate, that is the characteristics of the phase increments, we can control the spectrum of the random-phase waveform. Spectrum precision and sharpness is enhanced by holding a frequency for some 'chip' length. For digitally generated phase samples, this means that the chip length needs to be many samples. This is a timebandwidth issue. The definition of 'many' will depend on the sharpness desired, but often several tens' of samples will be adequate. To shape the Energy Spectral Density (ESD) of a random-phase signal, we need to control the average energy at various phase-rates. This can be done with either or a combination of 1) Controlling the likelihood of specific phase increments, and/or 2) Controlling the duration of a specific phase increment chip length. For range-Doppler images, it is the 2-dimensional Impulse Response (IPR) that is of principal concern. This will tend to average out the random effects of any single pulse.
It is well-known that the output of a matched filter, when input with a signal to which it is matched, is the autocorrelation function of the waveform, which is related by the Fourier Transform (FT) to the Energy Spectral Density (ESD) of the waveform. One problem with matched filters for many waveforms is undesirably high processing sidelobe levels in the range-Doppler map. These are usually mitigated with additional filtering, often by using data tapering, or window functions, during the processing. This somewhat 'un-matches' the filter, resulting is some usually slight degradation of the range-Doppler map SNR, typically in the 1-2 dB range. An alternative is to use waveforms designed to exhibit desirable ESD properties, where the autocorrelation of the waveform exhibits desirable, or at least acceptable processing sidelobe levels directly, that is, without additional filtering and the attendant SNR loss. Accordingly, we further refine the object of this paper to present and discuss random and pseudo-random phase modulations with desirable ESD properties to maximize SNR in a range-Doppler map. Necessarily, we will consider the effects of random modulations as manifest in the entire range-Doppler map, that is, by all pulses in a Coherent Processing Interval (CPI) or synthetic aperture. This paper complements a more comprehensive report on this material by Doerry and Marquette. 1 We note that the literature is rich with publications dealing with noise radar and related topics. A concise history of noise-radar development, originating in the 1950's, is given by Lukin & Narayanan. 2 One of the earliest papers, and seminal in the field was written by Horton. 3 With no intent to misprize any of the numerous authors and papers on the topic, we refer the reader to the aforementioned report by Doerry and Marquette for a more complete listing.
What remains missing from these is any thorough discussion of techniques for designing and generating random phase/frequency modulated waveforms (only) with precise ESD characteristics, and hence precise Impulse Response (IPR) shapes particularly in the mainlobe, while retaining maximum SNR in any resulting range-Doppler map.
DISCUSSION
We provide the following detailed analysis in two parts. We begin by reviewing the relevant characteristics of various non-random FM chirp waveforms. This will provide a baseline reference for the following discussions. Subsequently we develop and present various random-phase waveforms, comparing them to the reference FM chirp waveforms.
We will make heavy use of examples. Unless otherwise noted, we will presume a digitally generated phase with the following pulse-Doppler radar parameters: 
The sampling frequency is normally given as a limitation of the waveform generation hardware. The waveform bandwidth is calculated in the customary manner from some required range resolution of the radar. The pulse-width is typically chosen to meet timing requirements for the ranges of interest to prevent occlusion, and the number of pulses is calculated in well-known manners to meet Doppler resolution requirements and/or SNR requirements.
We note that we can define and calculate some additional useful parameters as: 
We will somewhat arbitrarily presume that we ultimately desire IPR sidelobe mitigation to a level consistent with a −35 dB Taylor weighting ( 4 = n ). This is a popular IPR shape for SAR, otherwise we could have just as easily chosen a different characteristic. Other modes often do so. Lastly, we will presume no system noise so that all the uncertainty is purely a function of the waveform, and not of the measurement.
FM Chirps
We present next some variations of FM chirps. These are typically defined as monotonic frequency slopes from beginning to end of a pulse. More precisely, we are defining them as waveforms with different beginning and ending instantaneous frequencies, with non-reversing frequency slopes (allowing sections of zero slope). The frequency slope may generally be positive or negative (or at times zero), although we will present examples with only non-negative slopes. FM chirps have deterministic phase functions, which can generally be described as:
where n = pulse index,
and ( )
The difference between various FM chirps is in the nature of ( )
will also be centered on a reference frequency, and exhibit some chirp rate, where: 
The parameters n φ , n ω , and n i, γ may be modulated on a pulse to pulse basis to provide motion compensation. 4 In addition, n φ may be additionally modulated to provide other benefits (e.g. ambiguous range mitigation, etc.).
LFM Chirp
The instantaneous frequency of the Linear-FM (LFM) chirp waveform will have form:
The ESD is well known to be essentially a rectangle function, with corresponding sinc() autocorrelation function. Sidelobe mitigation will require additional filtering.
LFM Stepped Chirp
The instantaneous frequency of the waveform will now have a stepped form:
Where:
For the stepped chirp, we set:
where the step length in samples is calculated as:
Where: K = the number of frequency steps in a single pulse.
The number of samples and step-size are chosen to balance the sharpness of the ESD edges with the flatness of the passband. If the step sizes are chosen prudently, the ESD and autocorrelation functions will be essentially the same as the LFM chirp.
NLFM Stepped Chirp
Generating and processing Nonlinear-FM (NLFM) chirps by shaping the waveform ESD are detailed in a pair of reports written by Doerry. 5, 6 The instantaneous frequency of the NLFM waveform will now still have form:
but where the quantization function of index i is now adjusted as a nonlinear function of index i. Here we will adjust the duration of otherwise linearly spaced frequencies. Accordingly, we will quantize the index i as:
where k is the minimum integer that satisfies:
and where the length of the individual steps or chips themselves are adjusted as a function of the window taper function as:
= the length of the individual frequency chips,
and:
= the weighting or window taper function employed.
(17)
For our examples,
embody the Taylor window function. As a practical matter, the rounding operation needs to facilitate the constraint that the sum of all steps equals the total number of waveform samples, that is
Proc. of SPIE Vol. 8714 87141G-4 Figure 1 shows the energy spectrum of both a single pulse, and the average over all N pulses. Figure 1 also shows the autocorrelation function of the same waveform. Also shown is a Taylor window desired compressed pulse response.
Note that the autocorrelation function is substantially on top of the reference IPR, although some spikes away from the mainlobe are present. These are due to the quantization of the chip duration steps
NLFM Stepped Chirp -Alternate Technique
The instantaneous frequency of the NLFM waveform will now have the more generic form:
but where: 
Frequency increments will still be stepped, uniformly distributed in time, but the steps themselves will be nonlinear, and a function of the desired spectral taper. We begin by determining the instantaneous frequency increments for a nonquantized NLFM chirp. We may use an algorithm as is detailed in the Sandia report by Doerry. 5 This gives us an ideal frequency offset for each sample index i which we denote with:
where: 
We once again calculate the quantized chip index as:
This allows us now to quantize the frequency offsets as:
= quantized frequency offset for the i th sample.
, and
embodies the Taylor window function. Figure 2 shows the energy spectrum of both a single pulse, and the average over all N pulses. Figure 2 also shows the autocorrelation function of the same waveform. Also shown for comparison is a Taylor window desired compressed pulse response. Note that the autocorrelation function is substantially on top of the reference IPR.
Random Phase Increments
We present next some waveforms where the phase contains some random nature. Specifically, we are interested in waveforms where the frequency is to some degree random. The phase is of course the integral of the frequency. Our ultimate intent is to shape the spectrum of the waveform by manipulating the statistics of the randomness. Recall that the instantaneous frequency is just the time-rate of change of phase. In a sampled data system, it is the phase increment per sample time. Consequently, we will retain the form of the phase expression in terms of an accumulated instantaneous frequency, that is:
where component parameters remain as previously defined. The difference between various waveforms is again in the nature of ( )
will also again be centered on a reference frequency, and exhibit some now random offset, where the instantaneous frequency of the waveform will now have the more generic form:
where:
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As before, the various parameters may be additionally modulated on a pulse to pulse basis to provide motion compensation. In addition, n φ may be additionally modulated to provide other benefits (e.g. ambiguous range mitigation, etc.).
Random Phase / Random Frequency
As a starting point, we begin a staged approach to our investigation by beginning with perhaps the simplest random phase waveform. Accordingly, we set:
To be sure, in this case ( ) n i X u , is a different random selection for each index i and n. Figure 3 shows the energy spectrum of both a single pulse, and the average over all N pulses. Figure 3 also shows the autocorrelation function of the waveform. Also shown for comparison is a Taylor window desired compressed pulse response. Clearly, as expected, the ESD is essentially flat.
Limiting Random Phase Increments
We next illustrate constraining the frequency increments by setting:
We would expect this to alter the ESD and associated autocorrelation function, depending on fractional bandwidth factor b. For our examples 5 . 0 = b . Figure 4 shows the energy spectrum of both a single pulse, and the average over all N pulses. Figure 4 also shows the autocorrelation function of the waveform. Also shown is a Taylor window desired compressed pulse response.
Note that it is difficult to define an edge to the ESD to readily identify the waveform bandwidth. In other words, there is considerable 'spillage' outside the band of interest. This is because the frequency is allowed to change over its entire interval for each increment in index i. To sharpen the edges, we need to provide more correlation from sample to sample. One way to do this is with the concept of a 'chip', where frequency may randomly jump only at chip boundaries where a chip is some number of individual samples. The sharpness of the band edges is essentially then a time-bandwidth issue for the chip. Nevertheless, the ESD now has some shape.
Random Frequency Chips
We may sharpen the edges of the spectrum by allowing frequency changes only at chip edge boundaries. We model this as:
where ( ) ( )
(32)
Proc. of SPIE Vol. 8714 87141G-7 This may be viewed as a frequency-hopping spread-spectrum technique. We would expect this to sharpen the edges of the ESD and thereby shape the associated autocorrelation function accordingly, depending on fractional bandwidth factor b. For our examples 5 . 0 = b . Figure 5 shows the energy spectrum of both a single pulse, and the average over all N pulses. Figure 5 also shows the autocorrelation function of the waveform. Also shown is a Taylor window desired compressed pulse response. Clearly, the ESD now has well-defined and predictable edges.
Random Frequency Chips with Shaped Spectrum
We may further shape the spectrum by altering the statistics of the random values that we select. We now model our instantaneous frequency function as:
For our purposes, ( ) n i X w , will have a Probability Density Function (PDF) with the same shape as the desired window taper function for the ESD. For our examples, this will be the −35 dB Taylor window with 4 = n . Figure 6 shows the energy spectrum of both a single pulse, and the average over all N pulses. Figure 6 also shows the autocorrelation function of the waveform. Also shown for comparison is a Taylor window desired compressed pulse response. Note that they match quite well, especially in the region of the mainlobe. Clearly this demonstrates the ability to shape a random signal's ESD to achieve a desired IPR.
Quantized Random Frequency Chips with Shaped Spectrum
In the previous section, the random frequencies were selected from within the continuum of the passband. Here we now allow the frequencies to be limited to some finite set that are uniformly arrayed within the passband. Although the frequencies themselves are quantized to a linear spacing, the likelihood of selecting a particular frequency is still adjusted to shape the spectrum. We now model our instantaneous frequency function as:
where the quantization function is presumed to allow the same number K steps as there are individual chips, that is:
This isn't absolutely required, but nevertheless convenient. We also recall the definitions from previous sections:
(37)
, and the spectral weighting shape will be the −35 dB Taylor window with 4 = n . Figure 7 shows the energy spectrum of both a single pulse, and the average over all N pulses. Figure 7 also shows the autocorrelation function of the waveform. Also shown is a Taylor window desired compressed pulse response. Note again that they match quite well, especially in the region of the mainlobe. (44) Figure 8 shows the energy spectrum of both a single sample pulse, and the average over all N pulses. Note that this spectrum is somewhat smoother than that in Figure 7 . Figure 8 also shows the autocorrelation function of the waveform. Also shown is a Taylor window desired compressed pulse response. Note that the autocorrelation function is substantially on top of the reference IPR.
Gratuitous Comments
This specific algorithm just described forces a particular chip frequency to appear once and only once within a pulse. The 'once' criterion gives us a complete spectrum for each pulse, as desired. The 'only once' part can be relaxed without compromising this desire. For example, if each chip frequency appeared exactly twice, albeit with proper duration but equal probability, then we would achieve similar results. Of course, if any chip frequency appeared, say, twice, then for a given pulse width we would need to either reduce the duration of any one chip, or coarsen the frequency quantization. These effects would have to be evaluated with respect to the IPR. This is akin to choosing a card from two combined and shuffled decks. Each deck is a complete set of chip frequencies.
Of course, any number of decks might also be shuffled together to extend this concept.
Furthermore, other variations might also be employed. For example, some integer number of decks for a single pulse might be shuffled together with a random subset of an additional deck. Or a deck of frequency chips might be dealt across multiple pulses. Other combinations are also easily conceived.
SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed herein the following:
• Random-phase waveforms may still be capable of relatively precise IPR shapes in a range-Doppler map. This is accomplished by controlling the statistical characteristics of the phase 'increments', or instantaneous frequencies.
• We may shape the ESD of such a waveform by controlling the instantaneous frequencies themselves, or the durations of the frequency chips, or both. Furthermore, it is possible to shape the ensemble average ESD to match a specified window taper function, thereby precisely providing a desired shape to the IPR, particularly in the mainlobe, in a range-Doppler map.
• The range-Doppler map or image will tend to average out fluctuations in the ESD of any single pulse. Consequently, the CPI of the random signals should be considered as a whole.
